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Abstract
A detailed stratigraphy description and measurements of the sedimentary facies within the Halang Formation has
been carried out to provide a thorough assessment of the architectural facies and depositional environment. The
study area is located along the Tajum River in the District of Gumelar, Banyumas, Central Java-Indonesia where
most of the Halang Formation is preserved in a good condition. Three cycles of facies association from basin
plain, in channel to channel overbank deposits were able to be determined from the formation which indicate
very active changes of sub-depositional environment that related to transgressive response influenced by the
local tectonic during sedimentation takes place.
Keywords: Halang formation, Turbidite, lithofacies, Kali Tajum
1. Introduction
The stratigraphy of the study area follows the stratigraphy of the Majenang area (Kastowo & Suwarna, 1996).
The area is underlain by the deep marine to transitional sediments which belong to Halang Formation, Kumbang
Formation and Tapak Formation. Mulhadiyono (2006) stated that within the deep-sea sediments, particularly the
Halang Formation, there are traces of hydrocarbon that probably came out via fractures in sandstones (Tobing,
2002). Fanani (2012) suggested that based on the analysis of TOC content of the mudstone, by pyrolysis analysis
and vitrinite reflectance analysis and the type of kerogen, the mudstone of Halang Formation have the ability to
produce hydrocarbons by primary products such as gas (kerogen type III).
The Halang Formation is a turbidite deposit formed in the fore arc basin (Ardenta et al. 2016) at the time of the
Miocene. This formation has a wide spread in Java, especially in Central Java (Praptisih and Kamtono, 2011;
Ardenta, et Al, 2016; Rizal, et Al, 2016; Rizal et Al, 2017) and some in West Java (Abdurrokhim, et al, 2017).
Identification of the body shape of the deep marine deposits in turbidite facies is very important especially with
regard to the determination of the geometry of a reservoir. The problem that arises is the geometry of deep
marine deposits in these turbidite facies is very complex and varied, and its existence depends on how, when,
and the type of depositional environment (Slatt, 2003).
The paper aims to study the individual facies and the vertical architectural facies association of the Halang
Formation that could unravel the change of their sub-depositional environment and its relationship with the
presence of hydrocarbons. Tajum River in the Gumelar District of Central Java is selected as a study area
because the river preserves outstanding and continuous sequence of the Halang Formation of which a detailed
stratigraphic measurements can be carried out.
1.1 Study Area
Administratively research locations are in the Tajum river in Gumelar subdistrict, Banyumas, Central Java
Province (Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Geological Map of Studi Area and Traverse line (Modified from Tampubolon, 2014)
1.2 Regional Setting
According to physiographic map of Central Java (van Bemmelen, 1949), the study area belongs to South Serayu
Mountains Zone. The Study area composed of steep hills, which extended to the northwest-southeast
prolongation direction of South Serayu Mountains. Kastowo and Suwarna (1996) grouped a rocks forming of
Majenang region in 7 Formation. Tampubolon (2014) looking at more restricted region mentioned only three
rock Formation (Halang Formation, Kumbang Formation and Tapak Formation) exposed in the study area.
1.3 Lithofacies
Based on a lithology and it vertical succession character as well as sedimentary structures and the fossil content,
the Halang Formation which exposed in the study area, interpreted as a turbidite deposit in the deep sea fan.
This study takes a more detailed approach to determine the facies adjusted to turbidite system to improve the
interpretation of the depositional environments and determine vertical succession that occurred in the study area.
1.4 Deep Marine Turbidite Facies
Gressly (1838) in Reading (2001) stated that facies are part of the rocks body that can be distinguished from the
other rocks which formed in the specific conditions of sedimentation, which indicates the specific depositional
environment. Certain facies should be distinguished from the rocks that laid above and below it, even laterally.
Facies are then grouped into facies associations or can be divided into sub-facies.
According to Shanmugam (2006), knowledge of deep marine turbidite still in a state of "crisis" because the data
is a result of drilling and seismic sea fan in the modern is still very rare, so that the dimensions of deep marine
fans and sedimentation processes are debatable. The Interpretations of this deep marine turbidite in general refers
to the ancient deep marine fan. According to Shanmugam (1985), facies should be applied both on the ancient
and the modern deep marine fan.
Shanmugam (1985) maintain that the facies associations of deep marine turbidite deposition can be used to
interpret the process of deposition of deep marine fan by assuming the following points
-

Each sub-depositional environment has the characteristics of an association of a specific deposition process,

-

Sedimentation process happens constantly all the time in the sub-deposition environment,

-

All deep marine fan have identical facies development in each specific sub depositional environment

Mutti and Ricci Lucchi (1972) developed a model of the ancient deep marine fan facies (Figure 5). This facies
models are then modified again by Stow (1985) and Pickering et al (1986). One of the modifications is used is
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classification modifications made by Stow (1985). This classification divides facies into 7 classes, 15 groups and
59 individuals facies. 7 classes divided by grain size, internal arrangement, and composition.
Table 1 shows the grainsize distribution for each class in order to maintain the consistency of the classification.
Seven classes were able to be determined from various facies association within the formation.
Table 1. Grainsize distribution of each facies (Stow, 1985)
Class

Grain size
Gravel

A

>5%

B

<5%

Sand

Silt

Mud

Clay

Lithology
Conglomerates and conglomeratic sandstones

> 80 %

Sandstones

C

20 - 80 %

D

0 - 20 %

> 40 %

E

<5%

< 40 %

F
G

< 80 %

Alternating sandstones, mudstones and occasional
muddy sandstones

< 80 %

Silstone, muddy siltstone and alternating silstones
and mudstones
< 95 %

Undetermined ratios

Claystone
Chaotic deposits

> 90 %

Hemipelagic sediments with terrigenous
components

15 groups were able to be differentiated by internal composition and texture. "Disorganized" facies refers to a
group that does not have a clear stratification, such as conglomerate without sedimentary structures, massive
sandstone, and bioturbated siltstone and mudstone. "Organized" facies is a group rocks which have a good
stratification (bedding), graded bedding, parallel lamination, and cross-lamination. Fifty-nine other individual
facies are distinguished based on their texture, internal structure, composition, and thickness of the layers.
2. Research Methodology
The method used in this study includes field work, data analysis and interpretation in the studio.
Fieldworkinclude outcrops observation, sampling, and detailed outcrop documentation in form of photographs
and sketches and measurements. Analysis and data processing has been carried out in the laboratory, such as
the sedimentology analysis and facies analysis.
3. Results and Discussion
3.1 Facies Grouping
The used data is based on results the measured stratigraphic section and lithological observations on Tajum
River (Figure 2). Based on Stow classification (1985), the Halang Formation exposed in the study area is divided
into more detailed facies (Table 2).
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Figure 2. Detail Stratigraphy column of Tajum river traverse (Tampubolon, 2014)
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Table 2. Facies Class, Facies Group and their description
Facies

Facies

Class

Group

E

E1

Description

Interpretation

Alternating mudstone and thin layered silty sandstone. Mudstone, dark gray,

Hemipelagic sediment and alternation of suspention

massive, calcareous, contain foraminifera, bioturbation (Thallasionoides,

product of low energy turbidity current

Zoophycos, and Skolithos) thickness 40-60 cm.
Silty sandstone, gray to dark gray color, fine to silt grain, angular, moderate
sorted, medium porosity, contain microfossil fragments, lithic and a few quart
(Figure 11). The thickness of sandstone ranges from 10-30 cm. The composite
thickness 5-13 m.
D

D1

D2

Alternation of very fine sandstone and mudstone. The thickness of sandstone

Product of turbidite deposit of relatively slow current,

10-13 cm, composite thickness 4-8 m.

usually as end phase of turbidite process.

Alternation silty sandstone and mudstone. Clearly bedding plane, thickness of
sandstone 2-3 cm, composite thickness 1-2 m.

C

C1
C2

Silty to fine Sandstone, gray, compact, thickness 60 cm.
Sandstone, gray, fine to medium grain, sub-angular to sub-rounded, moderate

Sediment of classical turbidite, which deposited in
non-channelized turbidite or at overbank of channel

sorting, compact, cross- and parallel lamination sedimentary structure.
Thickness 10 cm -1 m.
Calcarenite, light gray, fine to medium grain, compact and hard, parallel
lamination.
B

B1

Sandstone, gray, coarse to very coarse grain, amalgamated, and scour mark,
rip-up clast at the base of the layer, unclear stratification.

B2

Sandstone, medium to coarse grain, graded bedding, parallel lamination, cross

Non-classic turbidite which associated with channel
and frontal splay. This sediment deposited under
condition rapid current or high energy turbidity current

lamination sedimentary structure. At some place present mud clast at the lower
part of the bedding. Thickness 2-6 m
A

A1

Clast supported Conglomerate, dominated by clast of andesite and basalt

In-channel deposit of sub-marine fan sediment which

fragments (Diameters 7-8 cm), non-oriented fragment (disorganized).

produced by debris flows mechanism

Thickness 3-6 m.
G

F

G1

F2

Mudstone, gray – dark gray, strongly calcareous, rich with Foraminifera fossil

Hemipelagic sediment at the end phase of low energy

and bioturbation. Thickness 30 – 50 cm.

turbidity current.

Slump deposit of thin-bedded turbidite with calcarenite fragments. Thickness

Slump of channel-overbank sediment

5 m.

3.2 Facies Association
The following five facies association can be determined in the study area, they are:
3.2.1 Basin Plain Facies Association
a. Description:
The basin plain facies association generally occupy in the lower part of the detail stratigraphic column (Figure 2).
This facies association consists of E1 facies, which is heavily bioturbated (Figure 3 and Figure 4) build up by
monotonous series of alternation of mudstone and thin layered silty sandstone predominated by mudstone. The
thickness of this facies association totally about 11.8 m. The mudstone is dark gray, brittle, calcareous, contain
rich foraminifera fossil, and locally rich with bioturbation (Thallasionoides, Zoophycos, and Skolithos),
thickness may ranges between 40-60 cm. Silty sandstone (feldspathic wacke), gray to dark gray color, fine to silt
grain, sub-rounded, well sorted, medium porosity, contain microfossil fragments, feldspar and plagioclase, and
quartz (Figure 5). The thickness of sandstone ranges from 10 - 30 cm.
b. Depositional Environment:
The vertical succession of the basin plain facies association is dominated by alternating mudstone and thin
layered sandstone. The mudstone deposited as pelagic sediment where the sedimentation is controlled by
suspension process so that life can thrive that shown by presence of many bioturbation (Thallasionoides,
Zoophycos, and Skolithos) and abundant of foraminifera fossils. Thin layered sandstone is interpreted to be
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deposited under control of low veloccity traction cuurrent cross laamination and parallel laminnation sedimen
ntary
structure aare likely produuct of low eneergy turbidity ccurrent. Base oon above sedim
ment characterr can be interpreted
that the ennvironment depposition is basiin plain non-chhannelized subbmarine fan (S
Shanmugam et al, 1985).

Figure 3. a. Outcrrop of alternatiing mudstone aand sandstone (Facies C1)
b. Muudstone outcrop with Thallassionoides biotuurbation

F
Figure
4. Stratiigraphy Section of the basin plain facies asssociation

Figure 5. Thhin section of S
Silty sandstonee (Feldspathic w
wacke)
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3.2.2 Channnel-Overbankk Facies Assocciation
a. Descripttion:
This channnel-overbank facies
f
associattion consists of D1, C2 and G1 facies. Eacch facies can bbe distinguishe
ed by
thin alternnation of silty sandstones
s
andd mudstone. F
Facies D1 charracterized by aalternation of vvery fine sandstone
and mudsttone. The sanddstones (feldsppathic wacke) aare gray to darrk gray color, fine sand to siilt size grains, well
sorted, meedium porosityy, compositionn dominated byy quart, feldsppar, plagioclasee and fossil frragment (Figurre 6).
In generall, this series vertically
v
show
ws a monotonoous successionn and thinningg laterally (Figgure 7 and 8). The
mudstone often observedd as dark gray,, brittle, calcarreous, locally aabundant with foraminifera ffossils.
The total thicknness of this faccies associatioon in one series can
The ratio oof sandstone too mudstone is about 20%. T
reach 9 m..
Facies C2 consists of grray sandstone,, fine to medium grain, com
mpact. Intercallation of coarsse-medium gra
ained
sandstoness with graded bedding,
b
paralllel laminationn, and cross-lam
mination sedim
mentary structuures were obse
erved
as a part oof a series indiccating T-abc oof Bouma sequuence. The totaal thickness off this facies vaaried from 10 cm
c to
1 m.
Facies G11 is characterrized by dark gray mudstoone, dark grayy, massive, coontain Foramiinifera fossils and
bioturbatedd (Thallasionooides, Zoophyccos, and Skolitthos). The thickness ranges ffrom 30 - 50 ccm, often prese
ent as
intercalatioon layer in alteernation silty ssandstone and mudstone.
b. Deposittional Environm
ment:
Based on a sediment chaaracters and their vertical succcession, whicch show monottonous alternatting silty sandsstone
(Facies D1) and coarsee - medium saandstone withh cross-laminaation, parallel lamination annd graded bed
dding
sedimentarry structure (Facies
(
C2), m
mudstone withh their fossil content suchh as bioturbattion and rich with
foraminifeera, the deposiitional environnment of this ffacies associattion is interpreeted to be channnel-overbank
k of a
submarinee fan. Accordiing to Mutti aand Nomark (1987), this suuccession is coommonly founnd in the overrbank
deposit off channel on deeep sea fan. "O
Overbank" itseelf refers to thee depositional environment tthat is periphe
ery of
the channeel, therefore Loowe (1982) called a depositss as a results off a non-channeelized turbiditee, in this depossition
system is vvery common present a Boum
ma sequences..

Figure 6. Petrographyy thin section oof Sandstone ((Feldspatic wacke) (C2 faciees)
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Figure 7. Stratiggraphy section of channel-ovverbank facies aassociation

Figgure 8. Outcrops of Sandstonne, which show
w thinning lateerally (a, b),
(c) cross-laminattion sedimentaary structure
3.2.3 Channnel-fill Fasiess Association
a. Descripttion:
Channel fi
fill facies assocciation consistts of facies B1, B2, C1, C22, D2, and E1. Following a detailed meassured
stratigraphhic section, thiis facies assocciation is dividded into two pparts; Lower aand Upper Partt. The thickne
ess of
this facies associations varied
v
from 144 m to 20 m w
with sandstoness ratio about 700-90%. The lower part con
nsists
of sandstone and compilled by facies B
B1 and facies B
B2 (Figure 9, 10 and 11). Faacies B1 is chaaracterized by gray
to dark grray sandstoness (lithic wackee), very coarsee to medium ggrained, poorlyy sorted, anguular to sub ang
gular,
good porosity, compact, with clast com
mposed of maiinly volcanic m
material (lithic) and a few quuartz, silica cem
ment.
Thickness ranges betweeen 2m to 6 m.
Facies B2 consist of amaalgamated sanndstone with m
mudstone interccalation. The ssandstone succcession show fining
f
upwards. T
The thickness of amalgamatted sandstone varied from 110 cm to 5 m often found w
with erosional base.
The grey ssandstone is medium
m
to coarrse grained, angular to sub-anngular, moderaate – poorly soorted, clasts mainly
m
composed of lithic (volccanic rocks), a few quartz, ssilica cement, compact. Gradded bedding, pparallel lamina
ation,
wavy lamiination and ripp up clast and sshow a series oof T-abc of Bouma sequencee often observeed in the sequence.
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Figure 9. O
Outcrop of sanddstone (B1 Faccies) in Tajum River
The upperr part of the section consists of B1, B2, C22, D2 and E1. Facies B1 is ccharacterized bby gray sandstones,
very fine to very coarse grained, am
malgamated, ttypified by grraded beddingg and scour m
mark, rip up clast
sedimentarry structure, unclear
u
stratificcation. Facies B
B2 is characteerized by mediium t- coarse ggrained sandstones,
graded bedding, paralleel lamination, and cross lam
mination are coommon sedim
mentary structuures. The sequ
uence
locally contains mud cllast at the basse of the bedding. Facies C
C2 consists of gray sandstoones, gray, fin
ne to
medium grrained, compaact, and showedd a series of T
T- abc of Boum
ma sequence. T
These sandstonnes facies thick
kness
reach tenss of centimetrres. Facies D22 consists of aalternation of thinly beddedd (2-3 cm) sillty sandstoness and
mudstoness with clear bedding planee Facies E1 coonsists of biotturbated dark gray mudstonne, massif, con
ntains
foraminifeera and trace fossils (Thallaasionoides, Zooophycos, and Skolithos) thicckness 40-60 ccm.

Figure 10. Petrograpphy thin sectioon of Sandstonne (Lithic wackke) (B1 facies))
b. Deposittional Environm
ment:
The verticcal succession of a lower parrt of the stratiggraphy is interrpreted as prodduct of turbidiity flow in mid
d fan
channel off deep marine fan that comparable to non--classical turbiidite depositionn (Mutti and L
Luchi, 1972). The
upper partt of the sectioon showed moore variation oof the facies, w
which is domiinated by sanddstone. Based on a
pattern off vertical succeession and its sedimentary character is innterpreted as pproduct of turrbidity flow, which
w
lasted in outer fan channnel of deep marrine fan.
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Figure 11. Stratigraphy Section of channel-fill facies in Tajum River
3.2.4 Frontal Splay (Lobe) Facies Association
a. Description:
This facies association consists of facies B1, C2, D1, D2 and E1. In the vertical succession the sandstone layer
generally show coarsening and thickening upward (Figure 12, 13 and 14). Scour marks are commonly observed
at the base of the sandstone beds. The total thickness of this facies association is about 18 m, with sandstones
ratio about 70%. Facies B1 is characterized by interbeds of sandstone and thin mudstones. Gray to dark gray
sandstones (Lithic wacke), fine to coarse grained, poorly sorted, compact, with clasts mainly composed of lithic
of volcanic material and few quartz. Common sedimentary structures found in this facies are scour marks and
graded bedding. The dark gray mudstone is brittle, calcareous and bioturbated at the upper part.
Facies C2 consists of grey sandstone, fine to medium grained, compact. Occasional coarse-medium grained
layers with graded bedding, parallel lamination, and cross-lamination sedimentary structures were observed
representing part of T-abc series of Bouma sequence. D1facies is characterized by alternating silty sandstone and
mudstone. D2 facies consists of dense alternating of silty sandstone and mudstone.
E1 facies is characterized by alternated dark gray mudstone and dark gray silty sandstone. The mudstone is
massif, contains foraminifera and trace fossils (Thallasionoides, Zoophycos, and Skolithos) with thickness ranges
between 40-60 cm. Te silty sandstones isfine sand to silt grained, angular, moderately sorted, medium porosity,
contains microfossil fragments, lithic and a few quartz.
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Figuree 12. Outcrop of
o alternating oof sandstone aand mudstone iin Tajum Riverr. (a) Sandstonne layer show a
thickenning and coarsening upward.. (b) Scour mark sedimentaryy structure at tthe bottom of ssandstone layer.

Figurre 13. Petrograaphy thin sectioon of sandstonne (Lithic wackke) (B1 facies))

F
Figure
14. Straatigraphy sectiion of frontal ssplay facies association
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b. Deposittional Environm
ment:
Accordingg to facies assoociation modeel of deep marrine fan (Muttii and Lucchi, 1972), above facies associa
ations
are compaarable to lobe deposit
d
of the ddeep sea fan, a lobe positionn of deep marinne fan is at traansition point of
o the
channel, w
where levee as the embankment bypassedd by the flow oof the turbiditee from the channnel. The overrflow
generates a new deposit,, so-called lobe (Posamentieer and Walker, 2006). Conseequently, this lobe deposit will be
closely asssociated with deposit
d
of the cchannel of deeep marine fan. In the study arrea the lobe deeposits encountered
stratigraphhically above thhe sediment chhannel of deepp marine fan.
3.2.5 Crevvasse Splay Faccies Associatioon
a. Descripttion:
Crevasse Splay Facies Association bbuilt up by C
C2 and D2 fassies. C2 faciies consists of grey lithic wake
w
sandstoness, fine to coarrse grained, anngular to subaangular, poorlyy sorted, openn fabric, modeerate porosity. The
clasts com
mposed of lithiic, plagioclase, and few quaartz. Commonlly observed seedimentary struuctures are parallel
laminationn, climbing rippple laminae, ggraded beddingg and mud classts. Occasionaal T-abc series of bouma found in
the sequennce (Figure 155, 16 and 17). The thickness ranges betw
ween 70 cm to 150 cm. D22 facies consissts of
alternatingg thin layered gray silty saandstone and ggray mudstonee. The silty sandstone is siilt to fine gra
ained,
compact aand hard and calcareous. T
The mudstone is brittle, calccareous, rich with Foraminnifera fossils. Total
T
thickness oof this facies association
a
mayy reach 12.5 m with sandstonne ration abouut 45% (Figuree 18)

Figuure 15. Outcroop of Sandstonee (C2 facies)

Figure 16. Sedimentary sstructure of Saandstone (C2 faacies)
Gradedd bedding (left)), Climbing rippple (middle), mud clast in S
Sandstone (righht)
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Figure 17. Petrograpphy thin Sectioon of sandstonne (Lithic wackke) (C2 facies))
b. Deposittional Environm
ment:
It is challeenging to distinnguish betweeen frontal crevvasse splay seddiments, the diifference lies iin the structure
e and
geometry of the depossits. Climbingg ripple laminnae and mudd clasts are ccommon in tthe crevasse splay
(Shanmugam, 2006). Thhe presence off mud clast is a product of errosion of the uunderlying layeer. Climbing ripple
r
sedimentarry structures are
a generally ppresent as a prooduct stream rrapid sedimenttation. Within the study area
a was
found chaaracter sedimeentary sequennces similar tto as describeed Shanmugaam (1985), thherefore the facies
f
associationn found here iss comparable tto crevasse splay deposit of ddeep marine faan.

F
Figure
18. Strattigraphy sectioon of crevasse splay facies association
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3.2.6 In Chhannel Facies
a. Descripttion
These faciies built up byy dark gray-grray polymict bbreccia, massiff, fragment coonsists mostly consist of ign
neous
rock (andeesite and basalt) and sedimeentary rock (siilty sandstone, calcarenite aand mudstone)), gravel to cobble,
angular to sub-rounded floated in mattrix (medium tto coarse sandd) without orieentation (unorgganized; Figure 19,
20, 21). Thhe thickness iss varied from 3 – 5.5 m.

Figuure 19. Outcroop of breccia, w
which shown ffragments floatted in matrix

Figuree 20. Petrograpphy thin sectioon of matrix off breccia (Feldssphatic wacke))

Figgure 21. Stratigraphy profilee of Breccia
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b. Deposittional environm
ment:
Based on iit textural charracter, the abovve breccia is ntterpreted as a pproduct of debbris flow sedim
mentation, whic
ch
usually preesent in channel of deep marrine fan system
m.
3.2.7 Slum
mp Facies
a. Descripttion:
The slumpp facies is charracterized by chhaotic layers oof fine-grainedd sediments, whhich by litholoogy consists off
calcarenitee, silty sandstoone and mudstoone, where thee calcarenite annd silty sandstoone present as fragment in
mudstone (Figure 22). The
T thickness oof this sequencce is about 5 m
m.

F
Figure
22. Outtcrop of slumpp deposit, whicch seen as chaootic layer
b. Deposittional Environm
ment:
The assocciation betweeen silty sandsttone and calcaarenite is inteerpreted to be deposited in channel overrbank
environmeent.
4. Discusssion
4.1. Verticcal Succession of Tajum Riveer Traverse
The verticcal facies archiitecture of the Halang Formaation in the stuudy area are aas follow: the bbase formed by the
basin plainn facies beforee it passes verttically into chaannel-overbankk facies. Seconnd cycle of bassin plain facies and
channel-ovverbank faciess occurred thenn followed byy slumps, channnel overbank,, channel fill ((mid fan and outer
fan) and ffrontal splay facies.
f
The thhird successionn of basin plaain, crevasse splay, channeel overbank an
nd in
channel faacies occurred at the very topp of the sequeence (Figure 233). In general, the vertical suuccession at Tajum
River inddicated a channge of sub-bbasin depositioonal environm
ment from baasin plain to channel fill and
channel-ovverbank includding frontal spplay and crevvasse splay (Fiigure 24). Overall sedimentt succession in
n the
study areaa indicates a traansgressive sequence that caan be caused bby e morphologgical changes of deep marine fan
which probbably influencced by local tecctonic during ssedimentation takes place.

Figgure 23. Schem
matic Diagram of the facies aassociation depposition enviroonment in deepp marine fan
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Figure 24. Vertical Succession of the facies association (red color)
and Interpretation of it deposition environment at Tajum river
5. Conclusions
The following conclusions can be drawn from the data and interpretation:
1. Three cycles of facies association can be determined from the Halang Formation in the study area:
a. basin plain facies, channel-overbank facies
b. basin plain facies, channel-overbank facies, slump, channel-overbank facies, channel-fill facies (mid fan
and outer fan), frontal splay facies
c. basin plain facies, crevasse splay facies, channel-overbank facies and in channel facies
2. This vertical succession indicates a change of depositional environment from basin plain to channel-overbank channel fill and in channel.
3. The environment deposition of facies association showed a transgressive phase which may be caused by the
change of morphology of deep marine fan that probably influenced by local tectonics during sedimentation
process takes place.
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